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if the Exposition went into receivership and in every instance
ordered their railroads to take up their pledges. Even so, there was
not quite enough ready cash provided. When the Fair opened on
May ist—its scheduled date—the Exposition Company owed Father
something over $800,000 which he had advanced out of his own
pocket. But, as everybody knows, or did know then, the gate re-
ceipts paid everything off and even returned a profit to the stock-
holders.
So it is no wonder that my father held the memory of the World's
Fair in such affection. He was responsible for the design of the
Columbian half-dollar. At the close of the Fair he induced Marshall
Field to endow the celebrated Field Museum, starting with some
two million dollars' worth of Exposition exhibits. At first the
Museum occupied the Fine Arts Building. After the Fair closed,
with Mr. Burnham he worked out the plan for improving Chicago's
lake front by connecting Grant and Jackson parks with parkways.
In the Life of Daniel H. Burnham, that great architect is quoted
by Charles Moore, the book's author, as naming but one man re-
sponsible for the Chicago Exposition as it proved to be—James W.
Ellsworth.
"Mr. Ellsworth," the quotation ends, "almost alone among the
directors at the beginning, saw the vision."
In our home after 1893 we had an invariable custom. I have
already mentioned how Father liked to linger at table. Whenever
there were guests, which was nearly always, we sat for an hour—
exactly an hour—after the coffee was poured, while Father ex*
patiated upon the World's Columbian Exposition.
I feel sure that my father, after he passed middle age and had time
for contemplation, must have looked back upon the phenomenon of
himself with something like astonishment. As I remarked above,
he felt he must be a reincarnation of some previous life. To explain
himself, he examined his lineage, tracing back to a coat of arms and
a village in Cambridgeshire, England. The origin of the name
Ellsworth is thought to be Norse. When honouring me with a
medal after my North Polar flight with Amundsen, the Norwegian
Government called me "one of ours." I hope I am, for there is no
breed of men I admire more than the Norwegians.
Father's maternal grandfather was William Dawes, whose great-

